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Soccer Facts…and Fiction!
Since the Soccer World Cup is around the corner, I and my brother decided to take a trip to the stadium in our
city. My brother is a quicksilver character, but he doesn’t admit it.
I was driving and I had to focus as our car was by winding down a zig-zag path. Seemed for every one turn to one
side, there were two turns to the opposite side. I decided to play a game of proper nouns with him.
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Italy has played the final in a soccer world cup six times.
A Uruguayan referee officiated the famous world cup clash between the host country and their
communist neighbors in the tenth edition of the world cup in 1974.
Five goals were scored by one single Russian player in a game at the 1994 world cup.
Ademir top scored in the 1950 world cup with eight goals.
Fontaine scored a couple of hat tricks en route to being top scorer in the 1958 world cup.
Argentina were eliminated in the early stages in the seventh edition of the world cup in 1962.
Matthaus won the world cup only once as a captain.
Deutschland have finished in bronze position or better a record eleven times.
Kasey Keller has the record for representing our country in the most world cups. He was a part of four
world cup campaigns.
El salvador played their maiden world cup in the ninth edition in 1970.
Maradona played in two world cup finals.

Finally we reached our destination. Oh, you do know by now what our destination is, don’t ya..?
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